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REALMS
A short film about geological epochs, kingdoms of life and mass extinctions, Realms
voyages through deep time from the primeval ocean to the post-human future.
script & director: Patrik Söderlund (ic-98)
cinematographer: Jussi Eerola
production designer: Markku Pätilä
animal trainer: Tuire Kaimio
vfx Artist: Jari Hakala
3d animator: Markus Lepistö
editing: Mika Taanila & Jussi Eerola
music: Max Savikangas
sound design: Olli Huhtanen
producer: Jussi Eerola
production company: Elokuvayhtiö Testifilmi Oy
20 minutes
dcp | 1:2,39 | 4k | color
country of production: Finland

Producer Jussi Eerola
jussi@testifilmi.fi
+358 400 718268
www.testifilmi.fi
facebook.com/testifilmi
info@testifilmi.fi
Director Patrik Söderlund
patrik.soderlund@gmail.com
+358 40 7783860
www.socialtoolbox.com
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SYNOPSIS
Realms is a voyage through time, evolution and the kingdoms of life towards the natural
destruction wrought upon the planet by the human species.
As Ovid writes in Metamorphoses, everything changes but nothing perishes (Omnia
mutantur, nihil interit). Things change shape, energy becomes matter and matter becomes
energy. Realms is a film about this constant metamorphosis, a succession of states, epochs,
species, kingdoms and realms, a journey through past and future strata, organic and inorganic
phases and spheres of our planet.
The story unfolds on a remote fisherman’s farm, where we begin our journey hundreds of
millions of years ago in the depths of the primeval ocean. We reach the shore, make our way
through to the farm-yard, through the house to the garden in the rear and onwards to the
nearby forest, followed by a swidden, a rocky ridge and the sand dunes beyond. Finally, millions
of years into the post-human future, we stand on the shore again, animate and inanimate nature
levelled to black dust, gazing towards the stars of the Milky Way. And so the cycle begins again.
All that time, we have stayed within the perimeter of the farm and seen versions of how the
same landscape has appeared at different times – how it was before humans and how it will
look after we are long gone. Though our own era is just a blink in the eye of the long continuum
of epochs, this blind moment with its reliance on energy provided by fossil fuels and the
wholesale exploitation of nature threatens the future of the entire planet.
DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
Realms represents visual storytelling, which seeks to replace anthropocentric worldview with
an attitude better attuned to pay attention to the complex interrelationships and dependencies
between organisms, animate and inanimate nature, climate and the passage of time. In this kind
of post-humanistic film making motives and actions are based on the natural and biological
causes. Unlike the documentary, nature or scientific film, the post-humanistic narrative remains
entirely fictitious. The story is crafted by arranging the world. Things are left as they are, free
to open up from within. Plants, animals, pollen or rain will do the acting – or the computergenerated similes of them. Humans are present only through their past actions (if all), and
the investigations of human society, relationships or psychology are replaced by the myriad
relationships between things. Sidestepping subjectivity is also logical when narrating extremely
long time durations, where the span of a human life means nothing.
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DIRECTOR’S BIO
Writer and Director Patrik Söderlund is the founding member of artist duo ic-98. Realms is
his first film.
With backgrounds in visual arts and cultural studies, Söderlund’s and Visa Suonpää’s 20year collaboration as ic-98 has produced artist publications, site and context specific projects
and interventions, animated moving image installations and various public commissions. ic-98
received the Finnish State Art Prize in 2009 and represented Finland at the Venice Biennale
in 2015 with Abendland (Hours, Years, Aeons), which was picked by Sundance Film Festival in
2016. Their work has been shown extensively at museums, biennials and festivals in Europe,
Asia and the Americas.
Though their practice is essentially conceptual, ic-98 is best known for animations,
which combine classical drawing and digital effects, depicting landscapes shaped by long
time durations, natural and human histories and climate. The landscapes are always devoid
of humans but completely shaped by their actions. Mythical, material, factual and fictional
elements are weaved together into visual narratives, which – though deeply political and
meticulously researched, scripted and executed – are presented as open-ended poetic reveries,
which leave room for the viewer to make her own conclusions.
ic-98’s recent work addresses the themes of environmental destruction and the future of
our planet in a post-human world. The mood of the works alternates between a sense of crisis,
melancholy, acceptance and resigned optimism. Their output towards the end of the 2010s
can be seen in relation to posthumanist thinking, which seeks to replace anthropocentric
worldview with modes better suited to take into consideration the interrelationships and
dependencies of animate and inanimate nature.
In 2018, ic-98 are visiting professors at the Academy of Fine Arts, Helsinki. They often
collaborate with scientists and other arts professionals.
DIRECTOR’S FILMOGRAPHY
2018

Realms, 20’00”, short

as a member of ic-98
2017 Epokhe (The Last Sixth of the Final Hour), 10’00”, 1-channel video installation
2016 Nekropolis, 32’00”, 1-channel video installation
2015 Abendland (Hours, Years, Aeons), 43’00”, short  / 1-channel video installation
2014 Abendland (ii: The Place That Was Promised; iii: The Edge That Was Set), 16’00”,
	  2-channel video installation
2013 Arkhipelagos (Navigating the Tides of Time), 20’00”, short  / 3-channel video installation
2013 Arkhipelagos (Ebb), 10’00”, 1-channel video installation
2011 A View from the Other Side, 70’00”, short   / 1-channel video installation
2010 Theses on the Body Politic (Colony), 10’50”, 1-channel video installation
2009 Theses on the Body Politic (Riket), 14’00”, site-specific 1-channel video installation
2008 Theses on the Body Politic (Shadows), 45’00”, short   / 1-channel video installation
2008 Theses on the Body Politic (The Descent), 6’11”, 1-channel video installation
2007 Theses on the Body Politic (Vicious Circles 1-3), 35’10”, 3-channel video installation
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PRODUCTION TEAM
Markku Pätilä (b.1948) is one of the most experienced and rewarded production designers in
Finland. He has six nominees and two Jussi Awards (”the Finnish Oscars”). He has also one
Nominee for Best European Production Designer at the European Film Awards (2010). He is best
known for his collaboration with Aki Kaurismäki (incl. Man Without Past, Oscar Nomination,
Cannes Grand Prix, Other Side of Hope, Silver Bear for Best Director, Berlin 2017).
Jari Hakala (b.1964) has 30 years of experience in visual effects. He has worked in all major Post
Production companies in Finland before starting his own company Post Work in 2014. Hakala
has worked on more than 40 Finnish features including The Fencer (Best Narrative Feature at
Palm Springs and St. Louis International Film Festivals), hundreds of tv commercials and visual
arts projects like Eija-Liisa Ahtila’s Potentiality For Love (21st Biennale of Sidney, 2018).
Markus Lepistö (b. 1982) is an animator, motion graphics specialist, video and image
editor, 3d artist and illustrator. He has ba in Digital Arts from Turku University of Applied
Sciences (2008) and ma from Helsinki Aalto University Media Lab, New Media Design and
Production (2017). He’s been animator for ic-98 since 2008, making important contributions
to the development of ic-98’s visual style.
Max Savikangas (b. 1969 in Helsinki) has composed 114 varied works of chamber, orchestral,
vocal, electroacoustic and film music. Over the last decade his music has gained growing
international attention, having been performed by orchestras and ensembles at numerous
festivals in five continents. His previous collaboration with ic-98 Abendland (Hours, Years,
Aeons) had its cinematic premiere at the 2016 Sundance Film Festival.
Olli Huhtanen (b. 1966) has 27 years of experience in film sound as a sound designer and
supervising sound editor. Huhtanen’s curriculum consists of a wide repertoire of projects from
mainstream fiction features to composing soundscapes for contemporary artists like Mika
Taanila and Maija Blåfield. Collaborators include also internationally renowned documentary
film directors Virpi Suutari and Susanna Helke. In 2012 Huhtanen was awarded with Jussi Prize
for the Best Sound Design with the feature Silence, dir. Sakari Kirjavainen. Olli Huhtanen is a
member of The European Film Academy (efa).
Mika Taanila (b. 1965) is a film director and visual artist based in Helsinki. Taanila’s films
have been screened at several international film festivals like tiff Toronto, iffr Rotterdam,
cph:dox and idfa. His moving image installations have been shown at major international
group shows, such as Venice Biennale (2017), Aichi Triennale (2013) and Documenta (2012). In
2015 Taanila was presented the Ars Fennica Award.
Jussi Eerola (b.1969) has 26 years of experience as a cinematographer. He has shot many
internationally awarded shorts, documentaries, animations, tv series and features with
directors like Kari Juusonen (Pizza Passionata, Prix de Jury, Cannes 2001) and Auli Mantila
(Silver Arrows, Best tv-drama Prix Europa 2007) and he is the dop of all Mika Taanila’s films.
Documentary film Return of the Atom, co-written and directed together with Mika Taanila,
premiered at tiff Toronto and was given the nordic:dox award at cph:dox in 2015.
Eerola’s debut as a producer, Mika Taanila’s feature Tectonic Plate premiered at the Berlin Film
Festival 2016. Eerola is the founder of Testifilmi production company together with Mika
Taanila and ic-98 (Patrik Söderlund and Visa Suonpää).

